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ON OCCUPANCY MOMENTS
AND BLOOM FILTER EFFICIENCY
By Jonathan Burns
Ionic Security
Two multivariate committee distributions are shown to belong
to Berg’s family of factorial series distributions and Kemp’s family
of generalized hypergeometric factorial moment distributions. Exact
moment formulas, upper and lower bounds, and statistical parame-
ter estimators are provided for the classic occupancy and committee
distributions.
The derived moment equations are used to determine exact for-
mulas for the false-positive rate and efficiency of Bloom filters – prob-
abilistic data structures used to solve the set membership problem.
This study reveals that the conventional Bloom filter analysis overes-
timates the number of hash functions required to minimize the false-
positive rate, and shows that Bloom filter efficiency is monotonic in
the number of hash functions.
1. Introduction. We consider three occupancy problems where n dis-
tinguishable balls are cast into m distinguishable urns:
• Classic Occupancy Problem: Cast n balls into m urns. The occupancy
number is number of urns containing a ball.
• Committee Problem: A group of m individuals are asked to randomly
form c committees of size k where an individual can serve on more than
one committee. The occupancy number is the amount of individuals
that serve on at least one committee. (n = c k)
• Committee Intersection Problem: A group of m individuals are ran-
domly selected to serve on committees for c departments where nd
committees of kd individuals are required for each department d. The
occupancy number is the amount of individuals serving on a committee
from each department. (n = n1k1 + n2k2 + · · ·+ nckc)
The classic occupancy problem is well-known in probability and combi-
natorics and there is wealth of literature on the topic; see Feller [18, Ch. 4,
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Sec 2], Johnson and Kotz [24, Ch. 3], Kolchin [32, Ch. 1–3], Johnson, Kemp,
and Kotz [25, Ch. 10, Sec. 4] and Charalambides [11, Ch. 4].
Many occupancy models are rooted in biological problems. The commit-
tee problem is a natural generalization of the classic occupancy problem
(where k = 1) and the chromosome problem [9, 18] (where k = 2) to groups
of every size k. Mantel and Pasternack [37] were the first to explicitly state
and discuss the committee problem, but it has since gained its own notoriety
[20, 55, 62, 24, 59]. The committee problem is closely related to the prob-
lem of estimating the population of an organism by repeatedly capturing,
tagging, and releasing samples from the population [3], and the multivariate
committee model can be used to estimate the enrichment / depletion of ge-
netic samples in an experiment [26] and used to measure molecule similarity
for chemical retrieval [57].
This paper considers two further generalizations of the committee occu-
pancy distribution, and applies this new theory to analyze the efficiency of
Bloom filter data compression structures.
1.1. Bloom filters. Given a domain D and a subset S ⊆ D, the set mem-
bership problem seeks to determine if an arbitrary element x ∈ D belongs
to S. The set membership problem is trivial if either S or D/S can be
easily enumerated, such as checking if a letter is a vowel. However, many
practical applications depend upon computationally inexpensive solutions
to the set membership problem, e.g., spell-checking [4], validating whether
a web crawler has previously visited a website [43], record deduplication
[35], scanning for computer viruses [15], and matching genetic samples to
records in large online biological databases [54]. A set membership filter is a
data structure used to efficiently answer the set membership problem. Sim-
ple lists, hash tables, and trees can be used to solve the set membership
problem, but succinct representation of a large set requires data compres-
sion. In space or time constrained environments, a solution that occasionally
admits false-positive or false-negative results is often acceptable; such filters
are called approximate set membership filters.
A Bloom filter is an approximate set membership filter generated from a
superimposed code [40, 51] in the following manner. The elements of a set are
converted into code words using a random hash function H : D → {0, 1}m
and superimposed onto the zero word. Said another way, a Bloom filter is
initialized as F = 0m and elements s ∈ S are inserted into the filter one
at a time by iterating F ← F ∨ H(s) where ∨ is the bitwise OR operator.
Once all the members of S are superimposed onto F , an element x ∈ D can
be tested for membership in S by checking that H(x) ∧ F = H(x) where
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∧ is the bitwise AND operator. False-negative results are impossible since
the statement H(x) ∧ F 6= H(x) implies that x 6∈ S, but positive results
are inconclusive. Optimization of a Bloom filter involves constructing H to
minimize the false-positive rate for the membership test of F .
Bloom filters have inspired a multitude of approximate set-membership
filters that are in widespread use across a variety of database and network
applications [7, 19, 36], e.g., Apache’s Cassandra [34], RedisLabs’s Redis [52],
and Google’s Bigtable [10] distributed storage systems use Bloom filters to
perform preliminary cache checks in memory before executing costly disk
seeks. In this paper, we compare two Bloom filter variants that are con-
structed using different hash functions:
• Classic Bloom Filter [4]: each superimposed code word contains k dis-
tinct 1-bits and m−k distinct 0-bits.
• Standard Bloom Filter [31]: each superimposed code word is generated
using k independent hash functions that determine the positions of the
1-bits and the remaining bits are 0-bits.
Modeled as a committee problem, each superimposed code word for a clas-
sic Bloom filter is a committee selection from a group of individuals. The
corresponding set membership test determines whether the sampled indi-
viduals have previously served on a committee. Similarly, the superimposed
code words for a standard Bloom filter correspond to a sample with replace-
ment from the individuals, e.g., choosing committee members by repeatedly
drawing names from a hat and replacing the names after selection. For con-
venience, both types of Bloom filters are modeled as occupancy problems
involving balls and urns throughout the remainder of this paper.
As it turns out, the false-positive rates and efficiency formulas for classic
and standard Bloom filters can be derived from the ordinary and binomial
moments of the committee occupancy distribution.
1.2. Contributions. We show that multivariate versions of the committee
distribution belongs to the families of generalized hypergeometric factorial
moment distributions (GHFDs) and factorial series distributions (FSDs),
and establish simple upper and lower bounds on its moments.
Moment formulas for the multivariate committee distributions are used to
derive new equations for the false-positive rate and efficiency of the standard
and classic Bloom filters. Novel results concerning Bloom filter false-positive
and efficiency analysis are also shown, including the following observations:
• the common optimization for classic and standard Bloom filters over-
estimates the optimal number of hash bits to use for small filters;
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• the efficiency of a standard Bloom filter approaches a limit of ln 2, and
decreases as the number of hash bits increase; and
• the efficiency of a classic Bloom filter approaches the information-
theoretic upper limit, and decreases as the number of hash bits de-
crease.
The theory presented in this study is also applicable to the wider class of
Bloom filter variants used extensively in modern storage and networking
systems.
1.3. Paper Organization. Section 2 concerns the theory of committee
occupancy problems. Sections 2.1 and 2.2 give a background for the classic
occupancy and committee occupancy distributions in terms of finite differ-
ences. Multivariate union and intersection versions of the committee dis-
tribution are introduced in Section 2.3. Special attention is given to the
single committee intersection problem in Section 2.3.2, which is shown to
be a GHFMD and a FSD. Section 2.4.1 establishes bounds on the moments
of committee distributions, and statistical estimators for the parameters of
committee models are provided in Section 2.4.2.
Section 3 applies the theory of committee occupancy problems to standard
and classic Bloom filters. The multivariate union and intersection committee
problems translate directly to unions and intersections of Bloom filters; see
Section 3.1 for details. The false-positive rate of a standard Bloom filter is
shown to be a function of raw moments for the classic occupancy distribu-
tion in Section 3.2.1, and the false-positive rate of the classic Bloom filter
is computed as a function of the binomial moments in Section 3.2.2. A sur-
prising amount of literature fails to distinguish between the standard and
classic Bloom filter, and the standard Bloom filter is routinely misattributed
to Bloom – who first reported the classic Bloom filter [4]. Section 3.3 at-
tempts to rectify some of the confusion surrounding the classic and standard
Bloom filters and the analysis for of their false-positive rates. Section 3.4
explores false-positive minimization analytics for the standard and classic
Bloom filter, showing that the common Bloom filter configuration requires
more computation and yields a higher false-positive rate than the optimal
configuration.
The subject of false-positive optimization pivots to filter efficiency in Sec-
tion 4. Peak efficiencies for standard Bloom filters are shown in Section 4.1.1
to decrease monotonically as the number of hash bits increase, and peak ef-
ficiencies for the classic Bloom filter are shown in Section 4.1.2 to increase
as the number of hash bits increase. Configurations that yield the poorest
efficiencies are characterized in Section 4.2, and a few brief remarks about
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compression of the classic Bloom filter are mentioned in Section 4.3.
The study is concluded in Section 5 with brief summary, closing remarks,
and a discussion of some open conjectures.
2. Occupancy Problems. Let ω ∈ Ω be an outcome of placing distin-
guishable balls into m distinguishable urns. For each i ∈ [m], let χi : Ω→ Z2
be the random variable indicating whether the ith urn is occupied:
(1) χi(ω) =
{
1, the ith urn contains at least 1 ball,
0, the ith urn is empty.
Throughout this study, urn occupancy is considered an exchangeable event,
i.e., for any possible choices 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < is of s subscripts,
P [χi1 χi2 · · ·χis = 1] = ps
depends on s only and not the actual subscripts it (1 ≤ t ≤ s). The occupancy
number is the sum of all urn occupancy random variables
X = χ1 + χ2 + · · ·+ χm .
It is well known [2, 20, 11] that the binomial moments for the occupancy
number is given by
E
[(
X
r
)]
=
(
m
r
)
P
[
r∏
l=1
χl = 1
]
,(2)
which gives the p.m.f. [11, p.30–32]
P [X = i] =
(
m
i
)m−i∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
m− i
j
)
P
[
i+j∏
l=1
χl = 1
]
.(3)
For some problems, it is easier to focus on the occupancy of a single urn
χi rather than X in aggregate, and equation (2) hints that the binomial
moments of an occupancy distribution may have a clean presentation.
2.1. Classic Occupancy Problem. The classic occupancy model is the
simplest type of occupancy model, and has a few equivalent interpretations
as sampling problems:
• Sampling with replacement [24] – A single urn initially containing m
white balls is sampled one ball at a time, and each sampled ball is
replaced by a red ball. The number of red balls in the urn after n balls
have been sampled is the occupancy number.
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• Sampling without replacement [26] – Each of n urns contains a set of
m balls that are labeled 1 through m. A single ball is sampled from
each urn, and the number of distinct labels on the sampled balls is
equivalent to the occupancy number.
The probability distribution of the classic occupancy number has been re-
discovered multiple times and appears in literature under several names:
the Stevens-Craig distribution [56, 13], the Arfwedson distribution [1], the
coupon collecting distribution [14], and the dixie cup distribution [24].
2 65
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Fig 1. One configuration for casting n = 6 balls into m = 5 urns that results in X = 3
occupied urns in the classic occupancy model.
The number of ball placement configuration that result in an occupancy
number of i can be enumerated in the following way. For 1 ≤ i ≤ min{m,n},
there are
(
m
i
)
ways to choose i of the urns to be occupied and
{
n
i
}
i! ways to
partition the n balls into the chosen urns where that
{
n
i
}
denotes a Stirling
number of the second kind. Hence, the p.m.f. for the occupancy number of
the classic occupancy distribution with n balls and m urns is
(4) P [X = i] =
{
n
i
}(
m
i
)
i!
mn
=
{
n
i
}
mi
mn
,
and the rth moment is
(5) E [Xr] =
m∑
i=1
{
n
i
}
mi
mn
ir .
While this expectation formula is sufficient for many applications, it is
computationally intractable to obtain high precision calculations for large
m  232 on most modern computers. Alternatively, the raw moments can
be computed from the binomial moments in (2) using the Stirling inversion:
E [Xr] =
r∑
i=1
{
r
i
}
E[Xi] =
r∑
i=1
{
r
i
}
mi P
 i∏
j=1
χj = 1
 ,(6)
which is a sum up to r and could be much less than m.
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2.1.1. Relation to Finite Differences. The moments of occupancy distri-
butions can be expressed compactly via finite difference operators. Let ∇ be
the backwards difference operator defined by
∇ : f(x) 7→ f(x)− f(x− 1)
where the higher order difference is defined recursively by ∇i = ∇(∇i−1) =
∇i−1(∇) for i > 1. For example,
∇i
(
x
k
)
= ∇i−1
[(
x
k
)
−
(
x− 1
k
)]
= ∇i−1
(
x− 1
k − 1
)
= · · · =
(
x− i
k − i
)
.(7)
For an arithmetic function f(x), this means∇if(x) = ∑ij=0(−1)j(ij)f(x−j).
We adopt the conventional notation
∇[f(x)]x=a = [f(x)− f(x− 1)]x=a = f(a)− f(a− 1)
to indicate ∇f evaluated at a. The forwards difference operator is similarly
defined by
∆ : f(x) 7→ f(x+ 1)− f(x) ,
and relates to ∇f through
∆i[f(x)]x=a = ∇i[f(x)]x=a+i .
Lemma 1 ([18, 38, 11]). Let χi be i.i.d. urn occupancy random variables
under the classic occupancy model with n balls and m urns. For 0 ≤ i ≤ m,
P
 i∏
j=1
χj = 1
 = i∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
i
j
)(
1− j
m
)n
=
∇i[xn]x=m
mn
.(8)
The rth moment for the occupancy r.v. X =
∑
χj is
E [Xr] =
r∑
i=1
{
r
i
}
mi
mn
∇i[xn]x=m ,(9)
and the binomial and factorial moments satisfy
E
[(
X
r
)](
m
r
) = E[Xr]
mr
=
∇r[xn]x=m
mn
.(10)
Proof. The probability that the first i urns remains vacant after n balls
have been tossed is
(
m−i
m
)n
, and the hypothesis follows from the principle
of inclusion-exclusion.
The moments formulas follow from (2) and (6).
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Lemma 1 provides an efficient means for computing high order moments
of the occupancy number X when m is large and the power r is small, and
comparing (5) to (9) provides a novel proof for the following backwards
difference identity reported by Riordan [50, p.211].
Corollary 2. For z ∈ C and n ≥ 1 and r ≥ 0,
(11)
n∑
i=1
{
n
i
}
irzi =
r∑
j=0
{
r
j
} (∇j [xn]x=z) zj .
Proof. Fix n, r ≥ 1 and define the polynomials f, g : C→ C as
f(z) =
n∑
i=1
{
n
i
}
irzi and g(z) =
r∑
j=1
{
r
j
}
zj ∇j [xn]x=z .
For all integers m ≥ n, the double counting given by (5) and (9) yields
f(m) =
n∑
i=0
{
n
i
}
mi ir =
m∑
i=0
{
n
i
}
mi ir = mn E[Xr] = g(m) .
Since f and g are both polynomials of degree n that agree on at least n+ 1
points, f = g for all z ∈ C. The limit on the RHS of (11) can be extended
with j = 0 to include the well-known Stirling identity
∑n
i=1
{
n
i
}
zi = zn for
r = 0.
Prince [47] first reported that the p.m.f. for the classic occupancy r.v.
satisfies the recursive relation
(12)
P [X = i+ 1 | m,n+ 1] =(
m− i
m
)
P [X = i | m,n] +
(
i+ 1
m
)
P [X = i+ 1 | m,n] .
The next theorem shows that the ordinary moments can be expressed re-
cursively too.
Theorem 3. Let X be a classic occupancy r.v. with n balls and m urns.
For r ≥ 0, the moments of X satisfy the recurrence relation
(13) E [Xr | m,n] = 1
m
E
[
Xr+1 | m,n]+ (1− 1
m
)n
E [Xr | m− 1, n] .
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Proof. Initially, E[X0 | m,n] = E[X0 | m− 1, n] = 1 and E[X | m,n] =
m
(
1− (1− 1m)n), and for r > 0:
E [Xr | m,n]− 1
m
E
[
Xr+1 | m,n] = 1
mn
m∑
i=1
{
n
i
}
mi ir
(
1− i
m
)
=
(
m− 1
m− 1
)n 1
mn
m−1∑
i=1
{
n
i
}
(m− 1)i ir
=
(
1− 1
m
)n
E [Xr | m− 1, n] .
2.2. Committee Problems. Consider the problem of distributing balls
into urns in batches – where the balls within each batch are cast into dis-
tinct urns (see Fig. 2). If a total of nk balls are placed into m urns as n
batches of k balls, then the occupancy number is the total number of urns
containing at least one ball. The classic occupancy problem is a special case
of the committee problem with k = 1.
As a committee problem, each batch of balls symbolizes the formation of
a committee of size k from a group of m individuals, and urn occupancy
represents the number of individuals serving on at least one committee.
1 2 1 1 2 2
Fig 2. One configuration for casting n = 2 batches of k = 3 balls into m = 5 urns that
results in X = 4 occupied urns in the committee occupancy model.
Some equivalent models for the committee problem include:
• Sampling with replacement – An urn initially containing m white balls
is sampled in batches of k balls, and each sample of balls is replaced
by k red balls. The number of red balls in the urn after n batches have
been sampled is the occupancy number.
• Sampling without replacement – A set of n urns each contain a copy of
balls labeled 1, 2, . . . ,m. If a sample of k balls are drawn form each of
the urns, then the occupancy number is the number balls with distinct
labels.
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• Capture-recapture [3] – A sample of k animals are captured, tagged,
and released back into the population of size m. Later, another k
animals are captured/recaptured and tagged. After n sample trials,
the total number of tagged animals is the occupancy number.
• Set union cardinality [21] – Let A be a set with |A| = m and S1, S2,
. . . , Sn ⊆ A be random subsets for which |Si| = k for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
The cardinality of the union
∣∣∪i∈[n]Si∣∣ is the occupancy number.
The p.m.f. for the committee distribution is
P[X = i] =
(
m
i
) i∑
j=0
(−1)i−j
(
i
j
)[ (j
k
)(
m
k
)]n = (m
i
)
∆i
(
x
k
)n
x=0(
m
k
)n(14)
where m is the number of urns, n is the number of batches, and k is the
number of balls in each batch [3, 24, 17, 21, 37, 51]. From (14), the binomial
and factorial moments of the committee distribution are given by
E
[(
X
r
)](
m
r
) = E [Xr]
mr
=
r∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
r
i
)[(m−i
k
)(
m
k
) ]n = ∇r(xk)nx=m(m
k
)n(15)
[3, 17, 21, 28]. In particular, the first moment is
E [X] = m
(
1−
(
1− k
m
)n)
.(16)
As a suggestion from his referee, Sprott [55] generalized the problem from
committees of fixed size k to committees with varying sizes k1, . . . , kn, and
obtained
P[X = i] =
(
m
i
) i∑
j=0
(−1)i−j
(
i
j
) n∏
d=1
(
j
kd
)(
m
kd
) ,(17)
which coincides with the committee union problem in the following section.
2.3. Multivariate Committee Problems. Now suppose that c departments
form committees of varying sizes. Specifically, let each department d ∈ [c]
select nd committees of size kd from a shared pool of m faculty members.
Two natural classes of occupancy problems can be constructed from the
unions and intersections of these committees:
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• Committee Union Problem1: Let X∪ be the r.v. for the occupancy
number counting the faculty members which serve on at least one
committee from any department.
• Committee Intersection Problem: Let X∩ be the r.v. that counts the
number of members serving on at least one committee from every
department.
As an urn model, each department represents a ball coloring from one of c
colors.
1 2
3
1 1
2
2 3 1 2
1
2
Fig 3. One configuration for casting n1 = 2 batches of k1 = 3 red balls and n2 = 3 batches
of k2 = 3 cyan balls into m = 5 urns, resulting in the occupancy number X∪ = 5 for the
committee union problem and X∩ = 3 for the committee intersection problem.
2.3.1. Committee Union Problem. Charalambides [11, p.197] considers
multiplicities of the variable sized committee problem and gives
P[X∪ = i | n1, k1, . . . , nc, kc] =
(
m
i
) i∑
j=0
(−1)i−j
(
i
j
) c∏
d=1
[(
j
kd
)(
m
kd
)]nd
=
(
m
i
)
∆i
{
c∏
d=1
[(
x
kd
)(
m
kd
)]nd}
x=0
(18)
with binomial moments
(19) E
[(
X∪
r
)]
=
(
m
r
)
∇r
{
c∏
d=1
[(
x
kd
)(
m
kd
)]nd}
x=m
.
Since ball color does not affect occupancy in the committee union prob-
lem, the committee sizes k1, . . . , kd with multiplicities n1, . . . , nd can be re-
indexed to k′1, . . . , k′n so that
c∏
d=1
[(
x
kd
)(
m
kd
)]nd = n∏
l=1
(
x
k′l
)(
m
k′l
)(20)
1The committee union problem should not be confused with the collective bargaining
pursuits of the faculty, which lie beyond the scope of this paper.
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where n = n1 + · · ·+ nc. Said another way: after a suitable re-indexing, the
multivariate committee union problem reduces to Sprott’s [55] generalization
with variable committee sizes k1, k2, . . . , kn within a single department (17).
As the following theorem shows, the binomial moments and p.m.f. of
the committee union distribution can be presented in terms of either finite
differences or generalized hypergeometric functions.
Theorem 4. Fix ~k = (k1, k2, . . . , kn) ∈ Nn and define
ρ~k(r, s) := ∇r
[
n∏
d=1
(
x
kd
)(
s
kd
)]
x=s
.(21)
Then ρ satisfies the recursive relation
ρ~k(r, s) = ρ~k(r − 1, s)−
(
n∏
d=1
1− kd
s
)
ρ~k(r − 1, s− 1) .(22)
with initial condition ρ~k(0, s) = 1 for all s ∈ N, and
ρ~k(r, s) = n+1Fn
[−r, k1 − s, . . . , kn − s
−s, . . . , − s ; 1
]
,(23)
for 0 ≤ maxd∈[n] {kd} ≤ r ≤ s where n+1Fn is a generalized hypergeometric
function.
Proof. The initial condition ρ~k(0, s) = 1 for all s ∈ N is trivial, and the
recursive relation can be verified directly:
ρ~k(r, s) = ∇r
[
n∏
d=1
(
x
kd
)(
s
kd
)]
x=s
= ∇r−1
[
n∏
d=1
(
x
kd
)(
s
kd
)]
x=s
−
(
n∏
d=1
(
s−1
kd
)(
s
kd
) )∇r−1 [ n∏
d=1
(
x
kd
)(
s−1
kd
)]
x=s−1
= ρ~k(r − 1, s)−
(
n∏
d=1
s− kd
s
)
ρ~k(r − 1, s− 1) .
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Expansion of n+1Fn gives
n+1Fn
[−r, k1 −m, . . . , kn −m
−m, . . . , −m ; 1
]
=
∞∑
j=0
(−r)(j)
j!
n∏
d=1
(kd −m)(j)
(−m)(j)
=
r∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
r
j
) n∏
d=1
(
m−j
kd
)(
m
kd
)
= ∇r
[
n∏
d=1
(
x
kd
)(
m
kd
)]
x=m
and completes the proof.
Corollary 5. For max
j∈[n]
{kj} ≤ i ≤ m,
P[X∪ = i] =
(
m
i
)( n∏
d=1
(
i
kd
)(
m
kd
)) nFn−1[k1 − i, . . . , kn − i−i, . . . , − i ; 1
]
,(24)
and P[X∪ = i] = 0 otherwise, and
E
[(
X∪
r
)]
=
(
m
r
)
n+1Fn
[−r, k1−m, . . . , kn−m
−m, . . . , −m ; 1
]
(25)
for 0 ≤ r ≤ m.
Proof. Note that
∆i
[(
x
kd
)(
m
kd
)]
x=0
= ∇i
[(
x
kd
)(
m
kd
)]
x=i
=
(
n∏
d=1
(
i
kd
)(
m
kd
))∇i [ n∏
d=1
(
x
kd
)(
i
kd
)]
x=i
.
Hence, (18) and (19) can be written as
P [X∪ = i] =
(
m
i
)( n∏
d=1
(
i
kd
)(
m
kd
)) ρ(i, i) and E [(X∪
r
)]
=
(
m
r
)
ρ(r,m),
respectively.
Corollary 6. The p.g.f. for X∪ is
G(z) = zmnFn−1
[−(m− k1), . . . , − (m− kn)
−m, . . . , −m ; 1−
1
z
]
.(26)
Proof. Follows from Theorem 11 in Section 2.3.2.
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The p.g.f. of a factorial series distribution (FSD) is generated from the
terms of a factorial series, i.e., the coefficients of the generating function are
constructed from a real function A : [0,m]→ R+
A(m) =
m∑
i=0
mi ai ⇐⇒ am = 1
m!
∆m [A(i)]i=0(27)
with ai ≥ 0 for i ∈ [0,m] which do not depend on m. The p.g.f. and p.m.f.
of a FSD have forms
G(z) =
m∑
i=0
mi ai z
i and P [X = i] =
(
m
i
)
∆i[A(x)]x=0
A(m)
,(28)
respectively.
Theorem 7 ([3]). X∪ is a FSD with A(x) =
∏n
d=1
(
x
kd
)
.
Berg [3] introduced FSDs with regard to the biological capture-recapture
problem and reported unbiased parameter estimators for this family of dis-
tributions. Estimates for the number of urns m and the number of balls n
based on mean occupancy µ are provided in Section 2.4.2.
2.3.2. Single Committee Intersection Problem. In the case where each
department nominates a single committee (nd = 1 ∀d ∈ [c]), the committee
union and intersection problems are complementary. The following lemma
formalizes this claim.
Lemma 8. Let X∩ be a committee intersection r.v. with parameters, m,
k1, . . . , kc ∈ N and n1 = · · · = nc = 1. Then
P [X∩ = i | m,nd = 1, kd] = P [X∪ = m− i | m,nd = 1, kd](29)
for all 0 ≤ i ≤ m.
Proof. Consider De Morgan’s law; the intersection of the occupied urns
counts the union of unoccupied urns and vice versa.
Corollary 9. The single committee intersection distribution is a FSD.
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Theorem 10. Let X∩ be a single committee intersection r.v. with pa-
rameters, m, k1, . . . , kc ∈ N. Then the p.m.f. of X∩ is
P [X∩ = i] =
(
m
i
)
∆m−i
{
c∏
d=1
(
x
m−kd
)(
m
m−kd
)}
x=0
(30)
=
(
m
i
)1−c( c∏
d=1
(
kd
i
))
cFc−1
[
i− k1, . . . , i− kc
i−m, . . . , i−m ; 1
]
(31)
and the rth binomial moment is
E
[(
X∩
r
)]
=
(
m
r
)1−c c∏
d=1
(
kd
r
)
.(32)
Proof. Using Lemma 8, substitute i 7→ m−i and kd 7→ m−kd in (18) and
(24) to get (30) and (31), respectively – noting that
(
i
kd
)
/
(
m
kd
)
=
(
m−kd
i−kd
)
/
(
m
i
)
in (24).
The binomial moments can be established using (2) by noting that
P
[
r∏
l=i
χl = 1
]
=
c∏
d=1
(
kd
r
)(
m
r
) .
for each 0 ≤ r ≤ m.
The family of generalized hypergeometric factorial-moment distributions
(GHFMDs) are characterized by p.g.f.s of the form pFq [(a); (b);λ(z − 1)],
and include the binomial, hypergeometric, and Poisson distributions. Fur-
ther details about GHFMDs can be found in [28, 27, 25].
Theorem 11. The single committee intersection distribution is a GHFMD.
Proof. Theorem 10 gives the binomial moment o.g.f. as
G(t+ 1) =
m∑
i=0
(
m
i
)(k1
i
) · · · (kci )(
m
i
) · · · (mi ) ti = cFc−1
[−k1, . . . , − kc
−m, . . . , −m ;−t
]
which is also the factorial moment e.g.f.; hence, the ordinary p.g.f. is found
by setting t = z − 1:
G(z) = cFc−1
[ −k1, . . . , − kc
−m, . . . , −m ; 1− z
]
(33)
which fits the form of a GHFMD.
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Proof of Corollary 6. Applying Lemma 8 to (33), the p.g.f. for the
unoccupied urns U∪ = m−X∪ is
G(z) = cFc−1
[−(m− k1), . . . , − (m− kc)
−m, . . . , −m ; 1− z
]
.
The p.g.f. of X∪ can be obtained through P[X∪ = i] = P[U∪ = m− i], which
amounts to reversing the order of the power series and shifting the power of
the base by m, i.e., setting z 7→ z−1 and multiplying G(z−1) by zm.
Kemp and Kemp [28] use the differential equation for generalized hyper-
geometric functions to express the probabilities, raw moments, and factorial
moments of GHFMDs in terms of recurrence relations. Kumar [33] also pro-
vides an alternative recursive relation for the broader class of extended gen-
eralized hypergeometric probability distributions (EGHPDs) which contains
the GHFMDs. Application of Kemp’s method yields the following recursive
relations.
Corollary 12. Let X∩ be a committee intersection r.v. with nd = 1
committees of sizes kd for each department d ∈ [c] drawn from a pool of m
faculty members. Then
P [X∩ = i] =
c−1∑
j=1
(−1)j
(
i+ j
j
)
Q
m,~k
(i, j)P [X∩ = i+ j](34)
where
Q
m,~k
(i, j) =
c∑
u=j
(−1)c−u
u∑
v=j
{
u
v
}(
i
v−j
)
(v−1)!
×
[
j
(
c−1
u−1
)
(m+1)c−u − v ec−u(~k)
]/ c∏
l=1
(i− kl)
such that es(~k) is an elementary symmetric polynomial in k1, . . . , kc. The
factorial and binomial moments can be expressed recursively as
µ[r+1] = (m− r)
 c∏
j=1
kj − r
m− r
µ[r] and b(r+1) = m− rr + 1
 c∏
j=1
kj − r
m− r
 b(r) .
Proof. Since X∩ is a GHFMD, the f.m.g.f. is a generalized hypergeo-
metric function, so it is a solution to the differential equation
ϑ (ϑ− (m+ 1))c−1G(1 + t) = −t
c∏
j=1
(ϑ− kj)G(1 + t)(35)
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where ϑ is the differential operator ϑ = tD = t ddt . Expanding the functional
equation in terms of D and the fact that G(1+t) is the o.g.f. for the binomial
moments leads to the following recurrence
r (r − (m+ 1))c−1 b(r) = −
 c∏
j=1
(r − 1)− kj
 b(r−1) ,
i.e.,
b(r) =
m− (r − 1)
(r − 1) + 1
 c∏
j=1
kj − (r − 1)
m− (r − 1)
 b(r−1)
which also concurs with (32).
Equation (34) can be obtained in a similar way by substituting t = z − 1
in (35) and equating the coefficients of the resulting polynomial.
2.3.3. General Committee Intersection Problem. Nishimura and Sibuya
[42] consider the case of the committee intersection problem where c = 2
and k1 = k2 = 1 but n1 and n2 are free, and note that the factorial moments
can be expressed compactly as
(36) E[X∩r | m,n1, n2] = m
r
mn1+n2
∇rmn1 ∇rmn2 ,
i.e., the binomial moments are
E
[(
X∩
r
)
| m,n1, n2
]
=
(
m
r
)∇rmn1
mn1
∇rmn2
mn2
which is shown in the following theorem to directly generalize to arbitrary
department and committee sizes.
Theorem 13. Let X∩ be a committee intersection occupancy r.v. with
c departments having nd committees of size kd for each department d ∈ [c].
Then
P [X∩ = i] =
(
m
i
)
∆m−i
{
c∏
d=1
∇m−y
[(
x
kd
)nd(
m
kd
)nd
]
x=m
}
y=0
(37)
=
(
m
i
)m−i∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
m− i
j
) c∏
d=1
i+j∑
l=0
(−1)i+j−l
(
i+ j
l
)((m−l
kd
)(
m
kd
) )nd(38)
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with binomial moments
E
[(
X∩
r
)]
=
(
m
r
) c∏
d=1
∇r
{[(
x
kd
)(
m
kd
)]nd}
x=m
.(39)
Proof. Equation (2) gives
E [X∩r] =
r∑
i=1
{
r
i
}
mi P
 i∏
j=1
χj = 1
 ,
and the product
∏
j χj = 1 indicates that the first i urns are occupancy
by all c colors. Since the balls of each color are distributed independently,
Lemma 1 and (15) can be applied to a r.v. Xd each color d ∈ [c] as
P
 i∏
j=1
χj = 1
 = c∏
d=1
P
 i∏
j=1
χj = 1
= c∏
d=1
E
[(
Xd
i
)](
m
i
) = c∏
d=1
∇i(mkd)nd(
m
kd
)nd
which yields (39), and the p.m.f. can be computed from the binomial mo-
ments.
Corollary 14. Let X∩ be a committee intersection r.v. with c depart-
ments that each select committees of varying sizes kd,1, . . . , kd,nd. Then
P [X∩ = i] =
(
m
i
)
∆m−i
{
c∏
d=1
∇m−y
[
nd∏
l=1
(
x
kd,l
)(
m
kd,l
)]
x=m
}
y=0
(40)
with binomial moments
E
[(
X∩
r
)]
=
(
m
r
) c∏
d=1
∇r
{
nd∏
l=1
(
x
kd,l
)(
m
kd,l
)}
x=m
.(41)
2.4. Occupancy Bounds and Statistics. The next two subsections pro-
vide some approximations and statistical tools for working with committee
distributions, and help to develop a statistical model for Bloom filters and
their associated false-positive rates.
2.4.1. Bounds on Moments. The following theorem is useful for estab-
lishing some simple bounds on the moments of committee problems.
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Theorem 15. Fix m ∈ N+ and k, n ∈ N0. For 0 ≤ r ≤ min{k,m−k} ≤
m, ( µ
m
)r ≥ ∇r[(xk)n]x=m(m
k
)n ≥ (µr)(m
r
) ≥ ∇r[xnk]x=m
mnk
where µ = m
(
1− (1− km)n) and (xy) = xy /y! for x ∈ R and y ∈ N.
Proof. For the uppermost bound, note that for all 0 ≤ r < m− k,
∇r
[(
x
k
)n]
x=m
= ∇r−1
[(
x
k
)n
−
(
x− 1
k
)n]
x=m
= ∇r−1
[(
x
k
)n(
1−
(
1− k
x
)n)]
x=m
≤ µ
m
∇r−1
[(
x
k
)n]
x=m
,
since 0 ≤ kx ≤ 1 for all m − r ≤ x ≤ m. Iterating the above inequality r
times gives
∇r
[(
x
k
)n]
x=m
≤
( µ
m
)r∇0[(x
k
)n]
x=m
=
( µ
m
)r (m
k
)n
,
i.e., the upper bound holds.
For the middle inequality, let X be the occupancy number of a committee
random variable with m urns and n batches of k balls to represent each
committee selection. From (15), the mean is µ = E[X] = m
(
1− (1− km)n).
Once the first committee is chosen – i.e., a batch is cast – the urn occupancy
is k and monotonically increases as more batches are cast, which means
X ≥ k ≥ r. The falling factorial function xr is convex for x ≥ r, so Jensen’s
inequality gives
∇r[(xk)n]x=m(
m
k
)n = E[Xr]mr ≥ E[X]rmr =
(
µ
r
)(
m
r
) .
The rightmost inequality of the hypothesis can be proved inductively. The
initial case r = 0 holds
(
µ
0
)
/
(
m
0
)
= 1 = mnk/mnk. If the inductive hypothesis
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holds for r ≤ i, then(
µ
i+1
)(
m
i+1
) = ( µ− i
m− i
) (µ
i
)(
m
i
)
=
(
1− m
m− i
(
m− k
m
)n) (µ
i
)(
m
i
)
≥
(
1−
(
1− k
m
)n−1) (µ
i
)(
m
i
)
≥
(
1−
(
1− 1
m
)kn) (µ
i
)(
m
i
)
which means that(
1−
(
1− 1
m
)kn) (µ
i
)(
m
i
) ≥ (1− (1− 1
m
)kn) ∇i[xnk]
x=m
mnk
≥ 1
mnk
∇i
[
xnk
(
1−
(
1− 1
x
)nk)]
x=m
=
1
mnk
∇i+1
[
xnk
]
x=m
and completes the proof.
2.4.2. Occupancy Statistics. The moment formulas for the occupancy
numbers can be used to estimate unknown urn model parameters. For ex-
ample, in the capture-recapture model, the number of tagged animals can
help to estimate the total population size [3]. As is discussed later in Sec-
tion 3, the bits sum of a Bloom filter can be used to estimate the number of
items it stores.
Lemma 16 ([3, 21, 22]). Let µ and σ2 be the mean and variance of the
batch occupancy number X with m urns and k batches of n balls. Then
(42) µ = m
(
1−
(
1− k
m
)n)
and
(43) σ2 = m
[
1−
(
1− k
m
)n][
1−m
(
1−
(
1− k
m
)n)
+(m−1)
(
1− k
m−1
)n]
.
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Corollary 17 ([47, 25, 22]). Let µ and σ2 be the mean and variance
of the classical occupancy number X with m urns and n balls. Then
(44) µ = m
(
1−
(
1− 1
m
)n)
and
(45) σ2 = m
((
1− 1
m
)n
−
(
1− 2
m
)n)
−m2
((
1− 1
m
)2n
−
(
1− 2
m
)n)
.
Corollary 18 ([47, 57]). Let µ be the occupancy number obtained from
a batch occupancy r.v. with m urns and n batches of k balls. The method of
moments and ML estimators for n are
(46) nˆ =
ln
(
1− µm
)
ln
(
1− km
) .
Proof. Given (44), ln
(
1− µm
)
= nˆ ln
(
1− km
)
.
Lemma 19 ([3, 24]). Let µ be the occupancy number obtained from a
batch occupancy r.v. with m urns and n batches of k balls. The MVUE for
m ≤ nk is
(47) mˆ = µ
(
1 +
∆µ−1
(
x
k
)n
x=0
∆µ
(
x
k
)n
x=0
)
.
Corollary 20 ([3, 11]). Let µ be the occupancy number obtained from
a classic occupancy r.v. with n balls and m urns. The MVUE for m is
(48) mˆ =

µ+
{ nµ−1}
{nµ} for m > n{n+1µ }
{nµ} for m ≤ n
.
3. Bloom Filters. Bloom [4] provides a method for using a hash func-
tion H : D → [m]k to generate a set membership filter for S = {x1, x2, . . . ,
xn} ⊆ D in the following way. A Bloom filter is initialized as an m-bit word
(or array) of all zeros
B = b1 b2 . . . bm = 0 0 . . . 0
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and the set S is encoded into the filter by computing k bit positions of B
for each xi ∈ S using a hash function
H(xi) = {h1(xi), h2(xi), . . . , hk(xi)}
and setting bd = 1, if hj(xi) = d for some j ∈ [k] and xi ∈ S. Any y ∈ D
can be tested for membership in S by checking that all the hash bits
bh1(y) = bh2(y) = · · · = bhk(y) = 1 .
If bhj(y) = 0 for any j ∈ [k], then the membership test guarantees that y 6∈ S.
A positive result is inconclusive, since the membership check for a Bloom
filter can yield a false-positive result (see Fig 4).
0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
x1
h1(x1) h2(x1) h3(x1)
x2
h1(x2) h2(x2) h3(x2)
x3
h1(x3) h2(x3) h3(x3)
Fig 4. A Bloom filter B of length m = 11 encoding S = {x1, x2} with H = {h1, h2, h3},
i.e., n = |S| = 2 and k = |H| = 3. The membership check for x3 ∈ D yields a false-positive
result.
Intuitively, the false-positive rate for a filter can be decreased by either
storing fewer items n or extending the filter length m. Increasing the number
of hash bits per item k initially decreases the false-positive rate for Bloom
filter with fixed m and n before logistically increasing to 1; see Fig. 6. Exact
formulas for the false-positive rates of classic and standard Bloom filters in
terms of m, n, and k are provided in Section 3.2.
Bloom’s method for filter construction [4] uses a hash function H : D →([m]
k
)
that outputs k distinct integers belonging to [m]. A variant of Bloom’s
method that uses k independent hash functions h1, . . . , hk where hi : D →
[m] to define H has become the de facto approximate set membership filter,
and is often misattributed to Bloom. See Section 3.3 for further historical
details. In [22], the approximate set membership filters that encode items
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Bloom filter
Classic Standard
U
rn
M
o
d
el Balls n 1
Batches k nk
Urns m m
O
cc
u
p
a
n
cy P(X = i)
(
m
i
)
∆i
(
x
k
)n
x=0(
m
k
)n
{
nk
i
}
mi
mnk
E(X) m
(
1−
(
1− k
m
)n)
m
(
1−
(
1− 1
m
)nk)
Table 1
Classic and standard Bloom filters modeled as committee occupancy problems.
using HC : D →
([m]
k
)
are called classic Bloom filters and filters that use
HS : D → [m]k are called standard Bloom filters. We adopt this notation, but
note that both the terms “classic” [12, 16, 45] and “standard” [5, 29, 45, 61]
are often used interchangeably to describe the standard Bloom filter.
The dynamics of inserting items from a random set S into a m-bit Bloom
filter can be simulated with an urn model for the committee union problem
with nk balls and m urns. A classic Bloom filter uses H to generate k
distinct bit positions for each item, which corresponds to a committees of
size k (batches of k balls). For a standard Bloom filter, the k hashes from
H are independent so the n items of S generate a total of nk independent
balls corresponding to nk committees with a single member.
The bit value of the filter B at each position 1 ≤ i ≤ m corresponds to
the event χi(ω), and the bit sum |B| =
∑m
i=1 bi is the occupancy number X.
Thus, both classic and standard Bloom filters can be modeled as committee
union problems; see Table 1 for a side-by-side comparison.
For a standard Bloom filter, the probability of encoding a collision-free
code word is
PS (X = k | n = 1) = m
k
mk
and lim
m→∞
mk
mk
= 1 .
Hence for fixed k and increasing m  k, the asymptotic behavior of the
standard Bloom filter is equivalent to the classic Bloom filter.
3.1. Union and Intersection of Bloom Filters. In some constrained or
distributed applications, it is more practical to generate a collection of Bloom
filters in parallel and aggregate the results than it is to serially construct a
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B1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1
B2 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
B3 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
B4 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
B∨1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
B∧0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
Fig 5. Unions and intersections of Bloom filters are Bloom filters and can be modeled as
committee occupancy problems.
single global Bloom filter. For example, a group of data storage centers could
generate individual Bloom filters for the list of file IDs of the documents
stored at each location. When a user requests a file from a data center,
the server can check each Bloom filter for the requested file ID to find the
data center that hosts the document. The individual Bloom filters can be
combined to form a master Bloom filter for all documents, or the intersection
of the filters can be analyzed to detect file duplication across the data centers.
Let B1, B2, . . . , Bc be m-bit Bloom filters that use a common hash func-
tion H to encode the sets S1, S2, . . . , Sc, respectively. A new filter B∨ for⋃c
i=1 Si can be constructed directly from B1, B2, . . . , Bc by computing the
bitwise OR operation for each of the m positions in the filter; see Fig 5. The
resulting B∨ can be modeled as a committee problem with the same m and
k as the starting filters and n =
∑c
i=1 ni aggregate items. Any x that tests
positive for a Bi also tests positive for B∨. Unfortunately, this means B∨
preserves all the false-positive results from the input filters and potentially
introduces new false-positives that would register as true-negatives for each
of the original filters. Therefore construction of B∨ is lossy form of compres-
sion.
Similarly, intersecting Bloom filters generates another aggregate Bloom
filter which can be modeled as a committee intersection problem.
Corollary 21. Let B1, B2, . . . , Bc be m-bit standard Bloom filters that
encode n1, n2, . . . , nc items, respectively, using k hash functions. If |B∧| is
the bit sum of B∧, then
(49) E [ |B∧| ] = 1
mnk−1
c∏
i=1
mnik − (m− 1)nik and
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Var [ |B∧| ] = 1
mnk−1
(
(−1)c
c∏
i=1
(
mnik − (m− 1)nik
)
(50)
+ (m− 1)
c∏
i=1
(
mni k − 2(m− 1)nik + (m− 2)nik
))
+
1
m2(nk−1)
(
c∏
i=1
(
mnik − (m− 1)nik
)2)
where n =
∑c
i=1 ni.
Proof. Equations (49) and (50) follow directly from Theorem 13 and
Lemma 17.
Corollary 21 and the estimators of Section 2.4.2 can be used to quantify
the statistical similarity between a collection of Bloom filters, so caution
should be exercised when using Bloom filters to store either personally iden-
tifiable information (PII) or sensitive personal information (SPI).
3.2. False-Positive Rates. The false-positive rate for a filter is the prob-
ability that a randomly selected x ∈ D passes the membership check for
S but x 6∈ S. Conventionally, it is assumed in false-positive analysis that
|S|  |D| so a positive membership check is almost surely a false-positive
result. Hence, the false-positive rate reduces to the probability of sampling
a positive result. For a Bloom filter, this is the probability that the k hash
bits for x are already marked in the filter for S:
(51) f(B) = P
[
bh1(x) = bh2(x) = · · · = bhk(x) = 1
]
.
The expected false positive rates for standard and classic Bloom filters with
identical parameters are different which sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 elucidate.
3.2.1. Standard Bloom Filters. The hash function H : D → [m]k for
a standard Bloom filter is constructed using k independent hash functions
hi : D → [m] for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, so
(52) P
[
bh1(x) = bh2(x) = · · · = bhk(x) = 1
]
= P
[
bh1(x) = 1
]k
=
( |BS |
m
)k
where |BS | is the number of bits set to one in the m-bit standard Bloom
filter BS . The number of 1-bits |BS | corresponds to the occupancy number
XS in the classic occupancy model, so the expected false positive rate is
(53) fS(m,n, k) := E[f(BS)] =
m∑
i=1
P[XS = i]
(
i
m
)k
=
E[XkS ]
mk
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and can be computed from the kth ordinary moment of the classic occupancy
distribution. Formula (5) gives
(54) fS(m,n, k) =
1
m(n+1)k
m∑
i=1
{
nk
i
}
mi ik ,
which agrees with Bose et al. [6]. Grandi [22] gives the recursive formula
(55) ψS(h,m) = ψS(h− 1,m)−
(
1− 1
m
)kn+h+1
ψS(h− 1,m− 1)
where fS(m,n, k) = ψS(k,m), which is a corollary of Theorem 3
E
[(
X
m
)k
| m,nk
]
= E
[(
X
m
)k+1
| m,nk
]
+
(
1− 1
m
)nk+k
E
[(
X
m− 1
)k
| m− 1, nk
]
.
Several authors [6, 12, 22] argue that the sum (54) is intractable for prac-
tical parameters. In many Bloom filter applications, m is large and the sum
involves many high precision fractional summands – which quickly overflows
the memory of most modern computers. However, Lemma 1 can be used to
express the false-positive rate as a sum in terms of k, which is generally
much smaller than m.
Theorem 22. For m,n, k ∈ N, the expected false-positive rate of a stan-
dard Bloom filter is
(56) fS(m,n, k) =
1
m(n+1)k
k∑
i=0
{
k
i
}
mi
i∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
i
j
)
(m− j)nk .
Proof. From (53) and Lemma 1,
fS(m,n, k) =
E[XkS ]
mk
=
1
mk
k∑
i=0
{
k
i
}
mi
∇imnk
mnk
.
and ∇imnk = ∇ixnk∣∣
x=m
=
∑i
j=0(−1)j
(
i
j
)
(m− j)nk.
Since the false-positive rate can be expressed a function of expectation –
i.e., fS = E [ϕ(X)] where ϕ(X) =
(
X
m
)k
– its partial Taylor series gives the
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approximation
E [ϕ(XS)] = E
[ ∞∑
i=0
ϕi(µS)
i!
(XS − µS)i
]
≈ ϕ (µS) + σ
2
S
2
ϕ′′ (µS)
where µS = E[XS ], which is a close approximation [22] and can readily be
computed using (17) with nk balls. Jensen’s inequality shows that the the
well-known constant approximations
(57) M(m,n, k) =
(
1−
(
1− 1
m
)kn)k
[53, 6, 7, 12], and
(58) E(m,n, k) =
(
1− e−kn/m
)k
[31] are a lower bounds for fS , since
E(m,n, k) ≤M(m,n, k) = ϕ(µS) ≤ E[ϕ(XS)] = f(m,n, k) .
Bloom’s approximation [4] for the classic filter
(
1− (1− km)n)k turns out
to be an upper bound for both the classic and standard Bloom filter; see
Corollary 23.
3.2.2. Classic Bloom Filters. The false positive rate for an m-bit classic
Bloom filter generated by marking k bits per item is
P
[
bh1(x) = bh2(x) = · · · = bhk(x) = 1
]
=
(|BC |
k
)(
m
k
) .
The bit sum |BC | for a classic Bloom filter BC follows a committee distri-
bution, so the expected false-positive rate is
(59) fC(m,n, k) := E[f(BC)] = E
[(
XC
k
)(
m
k
) ] = E[(XCk )](m
k
) .
From (15) and Theorem 4, this can be rewritten as
fC(m,n, k) =
k∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
k
i
)[(m−i
k
)(
m
k
) ]n(60)
=
∇k [(xk)n]x=m(
m
k
)n = ρ~k(k,m)(61)
= n+1Fn
[−k, k −m, . . . , k −m
−m, . . . , −m ; 1
]
.(62)
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Fig 6. False-positive rates for classic (red) and standard (blue) Bloom filters of length
m = 100 storing n = 20 items using k = 1, . . . , 40 hash bits per item.
Grandi [22] gives the recursive definition
(63) ψC(h,m) = ψC(h− 1,m)−
(
1− k
m
)n
ψC(h− 1,m− 1)
such that fC(m,n, k) = ψC(m, k), which is a consequence of Theorem 4.
Both the false-positive rate formulas (56) and (60) can be difficult to
compute, but the following corollary provides some simple bounds.
Corollary 23. For all m,n ∈ N and 1 ≤ k ≤ m−12 ,
L(m,n, k) ≤ fS(m,n, k), fC(m,n, k) ≤ U(m,n, k)
where
L(m,n, k) =
∇k [xnk]
x=m
mnk
≥
(
µS
k
)(
m
k
) and(64)
U(m,n, k) =
(
1−
(
1− k
m
)n)k
=
(µC
m
)k
(65)
such that µS = m
(
1− (1− 1m)nk) and µC = m(1− (1− km)n).
Proof. Theorem 15 shows that the upper and lower bounds hold for the
classic Bloom filter.
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Fix µ = µC = m
(
1− (1− km)n). For the standard Bloom filter,
U(m,n, k) =
µk
mk
=
1
mk
k∑
i=0
{
k
i
}
µi,
which, by Theorem 15, gives
µi
mi
=
(
µ
i
)(
m
i
) ≥ ∇i[xnk]x=m
mnk
, i.e., µi ≥ mi∇
i
[
xnk
]
x=m
mnk
.
Hence, U(m,n, k) ≥∑ki=0 {ki}mimk ∇i[xnk]x=mmnk = fS(m,n, k).
The lower bound follows from Jensen’s inequality:
fS(m,n, k) =
E
[
XkS
]
mk
≥ E [XS ]
k
mk
=
(
1−
(
1− 1
m
)nk)k
,
and – just as in Theorem 15 – recursion gives
∇i [xnk]
x=m
mnk
=
1
mnk
∇i−1
[
xnk − (x− 1)nk
]
x=m
=
1
mnk
∇i−1
[
xnk
(
1−
(
1− 1
x
)nk)]
x=m
≤
(
1−
(
1− 1
m
)nk) ∇i−1 [xnk]
x=m
mnk
,
so fS(m,n, k) ≥ ∇
k[xnk]
x=m
mnk
=
E[XkS ]
mk
. The simpler bound
(
µS
k
)
/
(
m
k
)
can be
obtained by applying Jensen’s inequality to the factorial moments.
3.3. Historical Notes. Bloom filters are an application of randomized
superimposed codes [51], which played a central role in the Zatocoding re-
trieval systems [40] developed during the 1940s and 50s. In 1970, Bloom [4]
described the classic Bloom filter algorithm for obtaining an approximate
answer to the set membership problem using a fixed-length superimposed
code, and estimated the false-positive rate based on the expected bit oc-
cupancy as U(m,n, k) in (65). The novelty of Bloom’s method lies in the
allowance of errors to increase efficiency in time and space. Roberts [51]
reported the exact formula (60) for the classic Bloom filter in 1979.
The standard Bloom filter and false-positive estimate E(m,n, k) in (58)
likely originated in [31] as misreporting of Bloom’s classic construction [4].
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Fig 7. Schematic of the upper (U), middle (M), and lower (L) bounds for the false-positive
rates of classic (fC) and standard (fS) Bloom filters using the parameters: m = 1000,
n = 20, and k = 25, . . . , 50. The optimal number of hash bits k∗C = 33 and k
∗
S = 34 and
the estimate k∗ = m
n
ln 2 ≈ 34.7 are marked.
Knuth remarks that the section detailing Bloom’s method was written in
haste during the April of 1972 [30, 31]. Possible reasons for the continued
misattribution of the standard Bloom filter could include: 1) the similarities
between the filter constructions, 2) the fact that the false-positive rate ap-
proximations and asymptotics coincide for large filters, and 3) The Art of
Computer Programming [31] is a seminal work and often used as a primary
reference. In 1976, Severance and Lohman [53] provide the false-positive ap-
proximation M(m,n, k) in (57) and list [4] and [31] as references but only
cite Bloom.
Bose et al. [6] derived the exact formula (54) for the standard Bloom filter
in 2008, and credit the theoretical and empirical discrepancies observed by
[23, 41] to a mistake in Bloom’s analysis while failing to note the difference
between the classic and standard filter constructions. Bloom’s original ex-
position [4] is nearly correct, but he computes the false-positive rate of the
expected filter f(E[B]) rather than the expected false-positive rate of a filter
E[f(B)].
Grandi [22] provided the first side-by-side analysis of the false-positive
rates for classic and standard Bloom filters in 2018, almost 50 years after
their inventions. As fate would have it, Sections 3.4 and 4 show that Bloom’s
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original construction is more efficient than the better known filter bearring
his name.
3.4. False-Positive Rate Minimization. The false-positive rate of a (clas-
sic or standard) Bloom filter can be decreased by
1. increasing the filter size m,
2. decreasing the number of stored items n, or
3. optimizing the number of hash bits k used to encode each item.
For a fixed m = m˙ and n = n˙, the false positive rate using an optimal
number of hash bits k∗ satisfies
f∗(m˙, n˙) := f(m˙, n˙, k∗) ≤ f(m˙, n˙, k) for all k ∈ N .
If the false-positive rate p = p˙ and m = m˙ are fixed, then the maximum
nmax can be found such that
f∗(m˙, n) > p˙ for all n ≥ nmax .
Likewise, if p = p˙ and n = n˙ are fixed, the minimum mmin can be computed
such that
f∗(m, n˙) > p˙ for all m ≤ mmin .
Calculating k∗, nmax, or mmin involves computing the filter false-positive
rate, and the approximation E(m,n, k) from (58) is often used in optimiza-
tion derivations, since
(66) f(m,n, k) ≈ fS(m,n, k) ≈ (1− e−nk/m)k
and the exact formulas (56) and (60) for standard and classical Bloom filters
are complicated. In particular, for fixed n = n˙ and m = m˙:
(67) k∗ = min
k∈[m˙]
f(m˙, n˙, k) ≈ m˙
n˙
ln 2
which can be verified by checking that ddk
[
(1− e−nk/m)k] = 0 at k = mn ln 2.
Noting that the false-positive rate is minimized at k∗, approximations for
nmax and mmin for a given false-positive rate p = p˙ can be obtained through
pˆ = f(m˙, n˙, k∗) ≈ (1− en˙ k∗/m˙)k∗ = 2− m˙n˙ ln 2
which implies that m˙n˙ ≈ − log2 p˙ln 2 , so
(68) mmin ≈ − n˙ log2 p˙
ln 2
and nmax ≈ −m˙ ln 2
log2 p˙
.
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Fig 8. Optimal hashes bits k∗, k∗S, and k
∗
C corresponding to the minimum false-positive
rates f∗(mˆ, n), f∗S(mˆ, n), and f
∗
C(mˆ, n) for mˆ = 1024.
Approximations (67) and (68) hold when (66) holds and differ when n m,
as shown by Fig 8.
For a concrete example, when m = 64 and n = 4 the approximations (66)
and (67) give k∗ ≈ 11.09 and f∗(64, 4) ≈ 4.59×10−4 for both the classic and
standard Bloom filters. However, f∗S(64, 4) ≈ 6.15×10−4 when k∗S = 10, and
f∗C(64, 4) ≈ 4.55 × 10−4 when k∗C = 9. The estimate k∗ = 11 leads to false-
positive rates of fS(64, 4, 11) ≈ 6.25× 10−4 and fC(64, 4, 11) ≈ 4.85× 10−4
which are not optimal.
The estimate k∗ can yield a non-optimal encoding for the standard and
classic Bloom filter; Fig 7 and Fig 8 confirm this point pictorially. The
general conclusion inferred from the preceding example is summarized in
the following conjecture.
Conjecture 24. For mn ≥ 1ln 2 ,
m
2n
≤ k∗C ≤ k∗S ≤ ln 2
m
n
,
and k∗C = k
∗
S = 1 when
m
n <
1
ln 2 .
For fixed m and n, choosing k to minimizes the false-positive rate is most
efficient use of the filter. Deciding whether a decreased false-positive justifies
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an increase in m or a decrease is n is harder to determine. This notion filter
efficiency is codified in the following section.
4. Filter Efficiency. A Bloom filter is one of many solutions to the
approximate set membership problem. In addition to the dozens of Bloom
filter variants [36], there are set membership filters constructed from com-
pletely different paradigms (e.g., [16, 44, 46, 60, 61]). While some of these
alternatives offer functionality beyond membership checking – such as the
ability to count, remove, or list the items – all filter designs are assessed on
their space and time performance. Filter efficiency is a metric for how well
a filter makes use of its available storage. Formally, the efficiency of a filter
is given by
ε =
n
m
log2
1
p
where n is the number of items stored, m is the filter size in bits, and
p is the false-positive rate. Walker [58, 60] showed that filter efficiency is
bounded by 0 < ε ≤ 1 when items are sampled from a continuous uniform
distribution, i.e., the universe is D = [0, 1] and each hash function uniformly
maps h : D → [m]. A filter that reaches the efficiency limit can store n
items at a false-positive rate of p using n log2 (1/p) bits. The value log2 p
−1
measures the bits of cut-down, i.e., expresses the average number of bits
required to store each item at a given false-positive rate.
4.1. Bloom Filter Efficiency. The false-positive rate of a Bloom filter is
a function of filter size, number of stored items, and the number of hash
bits, i.e., p = f(m,n, k) and the efficiency can be computed as
ε(m,n, k) = − n
m
log2 f(m,n, k) .
From equations (53) and (59), Bloom filter efficiency can be directly com-
puted from the factorial and binomial cumulants of the committee distribu-
tions XS and XC , respectively.
Corollary 25. An m-bit standard Bloom filter storing n items using
k hash functions has efficiency
εS(m,n, k) =
nk
m
log2m−
n
m
log2 E
[
XS
k
]
(69)
where XS is a classic occupancy random variable, and a classic Bloom filter
has efficiency
εC(m,n, k) =
n
m
log2
(
m
k
)
− n
m
log2 E
[(
XC
k
)]
.(70)
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where XC is a committee random variable.
The peak efficiency ε∗(m, k) of an m-bit Bloom filter using k hash bits oc-
curs at n∗ such that ε(m,n∗, k) ≥ ε(m,n, k) for all n ≥ 1, and the maximum
efficiency for a Bloom filter is
ε∗(m) = max
n,k
ε(m,n, k) .
The formulas for the false-positive rate of the standard Bloom filter (53)
and classic Bloom filter(60) are somewhat complicated, so it is tempting to
compute the efficiency using an approximation for the false positive rate.
Fig. 7 confirms that
f(m,n, k) ≈M(m,n, k) =
(
1−
(
1− 1
m
)nk)k
is a good estimate for both the standard and classic Bloom filter, and yields
constant peak efficiencies
ε∗M (m, k) =
ln 2
m ln
(
m
m−1
) at n∗M = ln 2
k ln
(
m
m−1
)
for each 1 ≤ k ≤ m. Similarly, the most common false-positive approxima-
tion
f(m,n, k) ≈ E(m,n, k) = (1− e−nk/m)k
leads to a similar characterization: constant peak efficiencies of
ε∗E(m, k) = ln 2 at n
∗
E =
m
k
ln 2 .
Noting that ln
(
m
m−1
)
≈ m, these two estimates agree that the maximum
efficiency of a Bloom filter is ε∗(m) ≈ ln 2. However, Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2
reveal that peak efficiencies of Bloom filters are non-constant and change
monotonically according to the number of hash bits used to encode each
item. Using more hash bits increases the peak efficiencies of a classic Bloom
filter, but decreases the peak efficiencies of a standard Bloom filter. While
the maximum efficiency of a standard Bloom filter is indeed bounded by ln 2,
the maximum efficiency of a classic Bloom filter approaches the information-
theoretic limit of 1.
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4.1.1. Standard Bloom Filter Efficiency.
Theorem 26. Let εS(m,n, k) be the efficiency of an m-bit standard
Bloom filter that encodes n items using k hash bits. For n,m ≥ 2, and
k ∈ N,
(71) εS
(
m,
n
k
, k
)
> εS
(
m,
n
k + 1
, k + 1
)
.
Proof. Fix n,m, k ∈ N. Observe that
(72) fS
(
m,
n
k + 1
, k + 1
) 1
k+1
= E
[(
XS
m
)k+1] 1k+1
=
1
m
E
[
|XS |k+1
] 1
k+1
.
Let Z be the occupancy number for a classic urn r.v. that models an m-bit
standard Bloom filter storing nk items using k hashes, then XS ∼ Z and
Ho¨lder’s inequality gives
(73)
1
m
E
[
|XS |k+1
] 1
k+1 ≥ 1
m
E
[
|XS |k
] 1
k
= E
[(
Z
m
)k] 1k
= fS
(
m,
n
k
, k
) 1
k
.
Equality holds when P [XS = i | m,n, k] = λ for i ∈ [m] some constant
λ ≥ 0, e.g., when n = 1.
Let εkS = εS(m,n/k, k) for a fixed m,n ≥ 2. By (72) and (73),
2ε
k
S−εk+1S =
fS
(
m, nk+1 , k + 1
) 1
k+1
fS
(
m, nk , k
) 1
k

n
m
> 1
since nm > 0. The exponential function 2
x strictly increases and 2εk > 2εk+1 ,
therefore εkS > ε
k+1
S .
Corollary 27. The maximum efficiency of an m-bit standard Bloom
filter is
(74) ε∗S =
1
m log2
(
m
m−1
) ,
and is uniquely obtained when n =
(
log2
m
m−1
)−1
items are encoded using a
single hash function, i.e., k = 1, at a false positive rate of p = 1/2.
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Fig 9. Efficiency of an m = 100 bit standard Bloom filter storing n items encoded using
k = 1, 2, . . . , 20 hashes. Maximum efficiency ε∗S(100) = 0.69 occurs at n = 69 and k = 1.
Proof. Fix m ≥ 2. Assume that an m-bit Bloom filter achieves max-
imum efficiency using k∗S ≥ 2 hashes for some amount of items n. From
Lemma 26, εS
(
m, nk∗S−1 , k
∗
S − 1
)
> εS
(
m, nk∗S
, k∗S
)
and contradicts the as-
sumption that maximal efficiency can be achieved by k > 1.
The efficiency for Bloom filters that use k = 1 hash function is
εS(m,n, 1) =
ln
(
1− (1− 1m)n)−n
m ln 2
.
Since the natural logarithm strictly increases, the efficiency is maximized
when g(n) =
(
1− (1− 1m)n
)−n
is at a maximum. Setting x = 1− 1m , gives
g′(n) =
(xn lnxn)− ((1− xn) ln(1− xn))
(1− xn)n+1
which equates to zero when xn = 1/2, i.e., n = − ln 2/ ln (1− 1m).
4.1.2. Classic Bloom Filter Efficiency. The most efficient standard Bloom
filter uses a single bit to encode each item, i.e., the case where the construc-
tions for the standard and classic Bloom filter agree. Hence the most efficient
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classic Bloom filter is at least as efficient as a standard Bloom filter. How-
ever, hashing with a single bit realizes the smallest peak efficiency for a
classic Bloom filter.
Conjecture 28. Let εC(m,n, k) be the efficiency of an m-bit classic
Bloom filter that encodes n items using k hash bits. For 1 ≤ k ≤ m2 − 1,
ε∗C(m, k) < ε
∗
C(m, k + 1)
and the maximum efficiency of an m-bit classic Bloom filter is
(75) ε∗C(m) =
1
m
log2
(
m
m/2
)
,
and is uniquely obtained when n = 1 items are encoded using k = m2 hash
bits at a false positive rate of p =
(
m
m/2
)−1
.
Figure 10 empirically confirms that the peak efficiencies for the classic
Bloom filter increases monotonically with the number of hash bits. The case
k = 1 coincides with the standard Bloom filter, i.e., ε∗C(m, 1) = ε
∗
S(m, 1) <
ln 2. Corollary 30 proves that the peak efficiency for the extremal case k =
m/2 increases to the efficiency limit of 1 as m increases.
Remark 29. Empirically, the peak efficiency for a classic Bloom filter
with fixed m and k is obtained when storing
(76) n∗C ≈
(m
k
− 1
)
ln 2
items in the filter. Similarly,
(77) k∗C ≈
m ln 2
n+ ln 2
hash bits is close to the peak efficiency when m and n are fixed.
Corollary 30. Asymptotic efficiencies for classic and standard Bloom
filters are
lim
m→∞ ε
∗
S(m) = ln 2 ≈ 0.6931 and limm→∞ ε
∗
C(m) = 1 ,
respectfully.
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Fig 10. Efficiency of an m = 100 bit classic Bloom filter storing n items encoded using
k = 1, 2, . . . , 20 hashes. Maximal efficiency ε∗C(100) = 0.96 occurs at n = 1 and k = 50.
Proof. Both ε∗S(m) and ε
∗
C(m) are strictly increasing in m. Using an
approximation for central binomial coefficients based on the Wallis product,(
2m
m
) ∼ 4m√
pim
and
lim
m→∞ ε
∗
C(m) = limm→∞
1
m
log2
(
2m√
pim/2
)
= 1 .
For the standard Bloom filter,
lim
m→∞ ε
∗
S(m) = limm→∞
1
log2
(
1 + 1m−1
)m = ln 2
which agrees with [60].
4.2. Valley Efficiency. For fixed m and n, peak efficiency is lowest when
n ≈ m or the efficiency with k and k + 1 hash bits are equal; see Fig 9 and
Fig 10. The following theorem uses approximation (66) to help characterize
such intersection points.
Theorem 31. For k > 0,
(78)
(
1− e−kx
)k
=
(
1− e−(k+1)x
)k+1
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at x = 0 and
(79) x = ln
(
k+1
√
1 +
k+1
√
1 + k+1
√
1 + · · ·
)
.
Proof. For x > 0, let z = ex. We claim solutions of the Lambert tri-
nomial zk+1 − z − 1 = 0 satisfy equation (78), which is verified by the fact
that (
1− 1
zk
)k
=
(
zk − 1
zk
)k
=
(
1/z
zk
)k
= z−k(k+1)
agrees with
z−k(k+1) =
( z
zk+1
)k+1
=
(
(zk+1 − z − 1) + z
zk+1
)k+1
=
(
1− 1
zk+1
)k+1
.
The formula z = k+1
√
1 + z can be used recursively to reach a numerical
solution for z and x = ln(z).
4.3. Compressed Filter Efficiency. Filters with a parity bias have lower
entropy and are good candidates for additional compression. From Corol-
lary 28, a classic Bloom filter reaches maximum efficiency when a single item
is encoded using half the filter bits, i.e., n = 1 and k = m2 . For a fixed k <
m
2 ,
there are
(
m
k
)
ways a single item, n = 1, can be stored and each possibility
can be identified by an integer between 1 and
(
k
k
)
. It takes at most log2
(
m
k
)
bits to represent these integers, and this achieves optimal lossless compres-
sion for the filter. Since no information is lost, the compressed filter retains
its false positive rate of p =
(
m
k
)−1
and achieves Walker’s [58] information
theoretic limit of efficiency ε = 1 for all k ≤ m2 when n = 1.
Ultimately, the compression method determines efficiency and perfor-
mance of a compressed Bloom filter, but the trade-offs may be worthwhile
when transmitting or archiving a filter for long term storage. For more de-
tails, see [39] where arithmetic codes are used to compress standard Bloom
filters.
5. Discussion. The multivariate union and intersection committee dis-
tributions can be used to construct inclusion-exclusion models for complex
sampling problems. If a sample is drawn from a committee distribution, the
statistics in Section 2.4.2 can be used to estimate its hidden parameters.
Linear regression on the ratio of sampled factorial or binomial moments, as
described in [8, §4.4], can also be used for distribution fitting and parameter
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estimation for unknown occupancy models since the committee distribution
is a GHFMD.
The models in this paper have assumed that urn occupancy is an ex-
changeable event, but that may not always be the case. Kalinka [26] shows
how complicated the committee intersection model can become with the con-
dition that one urn is twice as likely to become occupied as all other urns.
Rather than distributing a preset number of balls into the urns, Charalam-
bides [11, Ch.4] considers a model where the number of balls cast into an
urn is an i.i.d. random variable and obtains analogous p.m.f.s and binomial
moments for the resulting occupancy distributions.
Bloom filters are rarely described using urn models and, thus far, have
yet to be characterized as committee problems. The false-positive rate and
efficiency formulas have clear presentations in terms of the raw and bino-
mial moments of the committee distribution, and this probabilistic approach
seems promising even though there are outstanding optimization problems.
What is clear, the exact false positive rates for both the classic and stan-
dard Bloom filters demonstrate that the recommended number k = mn ln 2
overshoots the optimal number of hash bits causing more work for a sub-
optimal result. A filter of m = 1024 bits that stores n = 5 items minimizes
its false positive rate using k∗S = 133 hash bits for a standard Bloom filter
and k∗C = 124 hash bits for a classic Bloom filter rather than the estimated
k∗ = 142. For the standard Bloom filter, this misconfiguration increases the
false positive rate by 15.7% and decreases the efficiency by 0.2%. Similarly
for the classic Bloom filter, misconfiguration increases the false positive rate
by 106.9% and decreases the efficiency by 0.7%. For these values, the false-
positive rates for this filter are on the order of p = 10−43 which is substan-
tially smaller than the rates used in practical applications. Fig. 6 shows that
the optimal number of hash bits converges to the estimate as n increases,
so the main drawback from over hashing is the additional “everytime work”
spent on each filter operation.
It is surprising how a subtle difference in hash construction can cause an
asymptotic change in efficiency. Each bit collision translates to information
loss and a decrease in filter efficiency. This intuitively explains why Bloom-g
filters [48, 49] – which separate the marked bits for small groups of items –
are more efficient that standard Bloom filters.
From an information theoretic standpoint, a code that maximizes entropy
will uniformly distribution its alphabet; for binary strings this means equal
bit parity. However, the efficiency lost by overfilling a Bloom filter – i.e.,
having more 1s than 0s – is greater than underfilling the same filter, so the
expected bit sum of filter constructed using optimal parameters is slightly
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less than half the filter length. This also explains why the classic Bloom filter
is optimized using fewer hash bits than the standard Bloom filter; the classic
Bloom filter is better at avoiding collisions and reaches bit parity quicker
than the standard Bloom filter. In practice, Bloom filters are usually build
iteratively and extra items can be stored in a new filter once bit parity is
reached to avoid overfilling.
Most practical questions concerning Bloom filters can be answered us-
ing Table 1, the exact false-positive formulas (56) and (60), the recursive
relations (55) and (63), the bounds in Corollary 23, or the estimate (57).
Conjectures 24 and 28 highlight that certain fundamental questions about
Bloom filter optimization remain open.
Acknowledgements. Special thanks to Colin McRae for a useful dis-
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